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How do we take space for granted?               How can we take space by surprise?



Where are the people in images of modern architecture?     Who was in the pool?     



We occupy Architecture.                     How can we move space?
On the, without the, through the                



                                                 How do displacements affect 
our sense of balance?

How can new juxtapositions of familiar texts, textures  

                                        reanimate memory?



Displace, Disrupt, Vanish, Excavate, Balance
                                  Displace, Disrupt, Vanish, Excavate, Balance

                                  



Villanueva’s mandate for the synthesis of architecture and the arts 
inspires the performance and interactive installation Balance. 
Teams of students, lead by the artist, will 
construct a series of facsimiles.
Calder’s Flying Saucers, the covered walkways 
and the brise soleil modular systems will be 
recreated with cloth, wood and plaster. 
This reanimation allows each form to travel 
beyond its original site. 



How could we reweave                                                                                                         existing acts of sculpture into a new space of occupation and performance?
                                  



How could we reweave                                                                                                         existing acts of sculpture into a new space of occupation and performance?
                                  



Dyed cloth full scale facsimiles of each saucer are laid 



Dyed cloth full scale facsimiles of each saucer are laid out over the audience in the auditorium. The pieces are taken to the stage, clipped 



to a framework and carried through the ramps of the entry       hall.
                                  



Free of the architecture, they join a procession of other facsimiles. 



How would we plan spectatorship? Do we plan participation 
                                  

     in the same way?



The covered walkway, flippedHow would we plan spectatorship? Do we plan participation 
                                  



The form of the covered     
walkway,  recreated in stretched 

fabric and cast plaster,  is 
flipped over to be used as  a 

sounding  device, parade 
structure  and  performance 

vessel.



How would we create a pattern of invasion?





The modular brise soleil system throughout 
campus is recreated through a series of 

punctured wood blocks. These units can be 
reorganized to shift the patterning and create 

meaning out of the zeroes and ones. The blocks 
are rolled with ink and printed on translucent 

cloth. Stretched over frames, these planes define 
the parade and form the vertical background of 

the performance.



The Sculptor.

The Parade of Facsimiles move through campus and 
congregate in an open area. The elements are reconfigured to 
host a performance.   
                                  Balance is a meditation on loss. It uses the 
professional and intimate relationship between a sculptor 
and an architect and the (mostly) invented correspondence 
between them as a structure for a metamorphosing physical 
space to be viewed by an audience. 



The Architect.

Octo October Ninth two oh thousand and one 

Dear Glen, david,

A month ago I said of what I one needed to say delicate, ir-
replaceable first words urgent first minutes, words minutes, 
possessions in a blanket a kunsthalle in balsa we spoke this 
evening less in the ensuing hoursstrangled in hours packing 
for a journey crossed supplant pleasure covertly blue company 
fifty nine jay eff kay with more long time beach t the four days 
analysis of it after other planes headed for this coast shredded 
in my downtown you, the analysis of it I am talking here two 
hours way too much, late picking me up, you liked my pants I 
seem to require and yet end up giving reassurance, dressed for 
fall in a place without seasons sometimes you are just watching 
me spinning along trying in this light I’m not so worried about 
feeling finding it embarrassing over exposed the next morning 
I assume that you honor my bed, crawling in confidence ask-
ing for comfort I’ve placed in you, its just I’m so worried ex-
posed assume you honor the bed uninvited out of synch out of 
balance alkaline perspiration on my clean blank thread counts 
suppose we’re wanted to see the never experienced the com-
fortable head on my shoulder comfortable as truth. I’ve spent 
too much time trying to establish trust between us with my ev-
ery moment the airport the bed repaid me the later studio the 
suppose its good for me its good for you, open the door and 



The Architect washes the  Sculptor covered in ink and ash within the plaster culvert. They switch places. The Sculptor dusts the Architect with mica into  



The Architect washes the  Sculptor covered in ink and ash within the plaster culvert. They switch places. The Sculptor dusts the Architect with mica into  

phosphorescence.


